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The world of images thut we interact with on a daily basis is caught up in the
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power relations of the societies in which we live We invest images with

11

the power to incite emotions within us, and images are also clements w ithin
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the power relations between human subjects, and be!:\"leen individuals and
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institutions. Just as images are both representations and producers of the
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ideologies of their time, they are also factors in relations of power. In Chapter
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2, we examined Lhe process of reception , in which actual viewers make

ii

the image, and the ways that the g.ize-of images, subjects, and institutions-

meaning of images. In this chapter, we will look at the role of the spectator of

Ii

is a fundamental zspcct ol the practice of looking. This means shifting the
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focus from issues of reception to concepts of address l his distinction
between address und receplion is one between thinking about the ideal
viewer of an image, and r.he p,)tential re.ii viewer who looks. Address refers to

:. :r. : ·- :

the way that an image con~tructs cert ain responses from un idealized viewer,

:~s:E::

whereas reception is aboi;t t hf' wuys in which actual viewers respond.1 Both
ways of examining images are incomplete in themselves, but can be seen rn
work together l o understund what happens in the process of lool<ing.
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Psychoanalysis and the image spectator
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ideolc
Of all contemporary theories

point

that rnn help us understand how viewers make meaning, psychoanalytic

famil-,

theory has addressed most directly the pleasure we derive from images, and

ThE

the relationship between our desires and our visual world . We can have

damt

intense relationships w ith images precisely because of the power they have

and :
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· oth rn ~Ive U!, pll',l'>urc ,incl lo ;illow U', to c1rt1C 1il.Jle r1ur rlcsire~ through
~o. ng

S,n~c the 1970s, film • c linlars hc1ve int roduced a number of

ppm,H hes to help 11~ cons,cler this process. One concept that h as provided
" pa, t1c11lc1rly U!,E'ful wily to nxaminc practices ol look1ng Is that of the spectu:Jr Spect.itorsh1p theory emp as,zes the role uf the psyche-particularly the
.J l

onsc1ous. d !,lie, and fantilsy- in the practice of looking In this theory, thf>

.·:?1"111

ge

spectator " does not refer to a flesh and-blood Individual viewer or a

,ember of a part,cular viewing dUdtence, ;is we discussed In Chapter 2 .
~ather, when psychoanillytic theory talks of the spectator, It treats Ir as an
ded! subiect • In using his term. psychoanalytic theory ,abstracts from real
3Jd ence members and the experience ol
:i const ruction

': i :
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parti cular film to refer instead to

Independent of individual Identity, the spectator 1s socially con-

,n i i"\€'

,iructed by the crnemot,c apparatus (the traditional social space of the cinema

:-: ·· , ges wtlh
-= - ='lts wi~ ,n

: f-tilt are a part of a given viewing s1tuatIon . It <.an be said that particular films.

J ;al~ a ·10

: arsetcd towilrd specific categories of viewers during purticular periods (the

: _:;,•s of :~e

$enre o f women's films of the 1940s, for example) create and offer to their

- :
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hat includes a darkened theater, projector, film, sound) and by the ideologies

- C11a. :e,

11ewers an ideal subject pos1lion . For instance, there is an ideal spectator for

=~, ma ·e

,he Wl'man's film regardless of how any particular viewer might m;ike personal
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meaning of the film Theories of spectatorship often give us the means to

- , : ·__ : ens-

3'1aly7.c the subiect position construct e'!d tcr ond oilcred to viewers by a given
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nlm or set of media texts .
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AILhusser's concept of interpellation, which we discussed in Chapter 2 ,

: : : fie 1ce.:il

f-telps to show us how viewers are n ode to recognize themselves and identify
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with the ideal subiect offered by images In add1t1on, semiotics , which we dis-

~

cussed in Chapter 1, allows us to see the ways in which images can be under:: : ·-a

Bot n

stood as a language w ith codes and conventions that can be subject to textual

· -:: s see- to

unatys1s Christian Metz and other French theorists who w rote about film in
the 1970s generally descr ibed the process of spectatorsh1p as follows: the
viewer suspends d1sbel1ef In the fictional world of the film, identifies not only
with specific characters in the film but more importa ntly wi th the film's overall
ideology through identlficat1on with the film's narrative structure and visual

,·. tr <:-'.lr es

point of view, and puts into play fantasy structures (such as .:in imagined ideal

: · : ?no!yt,c

family) that derive from the viewer's unconscious.
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The concept of the unconscious is crucial to these theories. One of the fun-
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damental elements of psychoanalysis lies in its demonstration of the existence
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:"ey have

and mode of operation of unconscious mental processes According to
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µ~ychocinillytic thcor y. In order t o function irI our lives, we actively reprP.ss
vc1no1 1<. d l'sires, fears, memories, ;ind fant asies. Henc.e, beneath our con-

. : : J

scIuu~. J<1ily sorn1I 1nteract1on there exists a dynamic. active realm of forces
o f desire that is 1m1<.:ccss1ble to our rational and log1<.al selves The unconscious
o ften motivates us in ways which w e are unawilrP. of, tind , according to psychoanalysis. 1s active in our dreams.

I'

Etirly theones of spectatorship w ere based on the psych oanalytic theories of
~ gmund r reud who is considered t o be the founder of psychoanalysis and who

I

wor ed in the late nineteenth and early twentie th century In Vienna. and
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Jacques Lacan, a well-know n French psychoanalyst who revised many of

-
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Freud's ideas 1n t he mid to late twentieth century. Practices of looking are particularly central t o Lacan's th1nk1ng about how humans come to develop as sub.

ject s Lac an used the term "subject" rather than individual or human being to

-~

describe his obiect of inquiry. The subject of Lacan's study was not so much the
1nd1v1dual hut rather an entity he thought of as berng constructed through the
mechanisms of the unconscious, language, and desire. He was most concerned
wit11 how human beings come to imagine themselves as unique individuals even

. --:: e

as they are given identity within the social str uctures of Western capitalism. The
term "subject," then. carries within it the implication that individuality is a con-

1

struction t hat takes place through ideology, language, and representation
Film theorists used the work of Lacan, which emphasizes the role of desire
in creat ing subj ects, t o explain the powerful lure of film images In our culture.
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Metz drew an analogy between the early process of a child's ego construction
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and the experience of film viewing, using Lacan's concept of the mirror phase
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For example, the well-known film theorists Jean-Louis Baudry and Christian

- - --.

of childhood development. According to Lacan, children go through a developmental stage at about 18 months that establishes fundamental aspects of
their notion of selfhood and separateness from othe, human beings (primar-

-'- - =~

ily their mothers, on whom they are dependent for their needs) . In t he mirror
phase, Lacan proposed, infants begin t o establish their egos through the

-
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process of looking at a mirror body-image, which may be their own mirror
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image, their mother, or another figu re. The infants recognize the mirror image

-

·• ·-' ::1

to grasp or control this mirror-image, 1t is t hought that they fantasize having
they see is crucial t o infants· sense of control and mastery (of th e body in the
image) In this scenario . The mirror phase, as describ ed by Lacan, is an

7~
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to be both their selves and different. Although in fants have no physical ability
control and mastery over it Looking and t he ability to fantasize based on what

.

.
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l
1mporl ant step In inf,inls' recognition of themsPlves as autonomous beings
··

:.

con

with the potential ability l o control their worlds.
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This recognition of self and olher comes at a stage of growth when the
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ntant 's 1ntellectual growth outpaces its motor skills-the infant can imagine

c ·· : ::i p~v-

control over t he body 1n the image, but cannot actually physically exert that
control The mirror phase thus provides infants with a ,ense of their existence

,._ · ·
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as a separate body in relationship to another body, but ,t also provides a basis
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for
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alienat,on, since the process of image recognition involves a splitting

between what they are physically capable of and what they see and imagine

~ : : ··,wy of

themselves to be (powerful, in con trol). There are two contradictory relat1on-

c- - ~ ;•·e oar-

sh1ps here to the image- infants see that they and the image are the same,
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yet at the same time they see the image as an ideal lnot tHe same). Hence, the
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mtrror phase is also about recognition and misrecognition. While this concept

t

may seem highly abstract if not far fetched l o some readers, who might want

i

tant to see how it helps us to understand the very question of how we become

:

to argue that it has ltttle to do with adult subjects watching films, it is impor·
subjects It ca n provide a useful framework to understand the investment of
tremendous power that viewers place 1n images, and the reasons why we can
so easily read images

as a kind of idea!.

Part of the fascination with c;:,,~rna, acco~ding to Baudry, is that the darkened theater and the conditions of wal chir.g a mirror-like screen invi e the
: _ :ul: ure.

viewer to regress to a childlike stare The viewer undergoes a temporary loss

r : : - .,st,an
: : -,:-uct o

of ego as he or she identifies with the powerful position of apprehending the
world on the screen, much as the infant apprehenoed the mirror image. The

- --: , pnase

spectators' egos are built up through their illusory sense of owning the body

-~- ,oe,e -

on the film screen. It is important to emphasize that it Is not the specific image

c.: ::iec:s of

of bodies on screen w ith which the viewer Is thought to identify most signifi-

· i= o-:rnar-

cantly, but with the cinematic apparatus. The idea that the viewer is In a regres-

. ·-: -:,i•ror

sive mode is the aspect of psychoanalytic theory that has come under the

- ·: , gt' the

most criticism, because it presents a definition of the spectator as existing 1n

: .-. " -n,rror

an infantile state, one that stands in contrast to the engaged viewer practices

" ;' mage

we discussed in Chapter 2
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In the late 1970s and 1980s, many feminist film theorists interested in the

r a'ling

power of film images over viewers took up these theories and engaged in pro-

':: :::r. what
. : -:;y ,n the

ductive criticism of them in order to emphasize that the film viewer is not a

, Z':

singular, undifferentiated subject, but is already enculturated as either male

or female. Hence, we cannot speak of a singular universal spectator because
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vIpwI 1g nfcumstances are influenced by the psychic structures that inform
0w

formation d~ gendered subjects This intervention In questions of des•re

,ind tile 1111age led to a focu!> on the gaze.
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The gaze
Earlier we noted hat Lacc111 considered practices of looking to be

•

:,s w itnesse::

important processes in the formation of the sub1ect. One of the terms he used

., : -·,sts (inclucr· ,

to describe looking relations is the gaze (in French , le regard) . In common par-

- ·· ~s standing -

lance, to gal e is to look or stare, often with eagerness or desire In much psychoanalyt ic film criticism, the gaze is not the act of lookin?, itself, but the
vIewIng relationship characteristic: of a particular set of social circumstances
The concept of the gaze has been the focus of inquiry in both art history and
fi lm studies, wilh different emphases.
Throughout the history of cirt, and In the contemporary world of film and
advertising, images of women often have been presented in ways that empha$ize their status as sexual beings or maternal figures In 1975 filmmaker and

w riter Laura Mulvey published a groundbreaking essay about images of
women n classical Hollywood cIncmil. This essay, "Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema," used psychoanaly~,~ to propose t hat the cur1ver1liuns of popular
narrative cinema are structured by c1 patri.irchal unconscious, positioning
women represented In films as objects of a "male ~aze " In other words, Mulvey
argued that Hollywood cinema offered images geared toward male vIewIng
pleasure, which she read within certain psychoanalytic paradigms including
scopophdio and voyeurism. The concept of the gaze is fundamentally about the
relationship of pleasure and images. In psychoanalysis, the term "scopophilia"
refers to pleasure in looking, and exhibitionism in the pleasure of being looked
at Both of these terms acknowledge lhe ways in which reciprocal relat.1onsh1ps
of looking can be sources of pleasure. Voyeurism is the pleasure in looking
while not being seen, and carries a more negative connotation of a powerful, if
not sadistic, position. The idea of the camera as a mechanism for voyeurism has
been often discussed, since, for instance, the position of viewers of cinem.i can
be seen as voyeuristic-they sil m a darkened room, where they cannot be
seen, in order to watch the r,lm. In Mulvey's theory, the camera is used as a tool
of voyeurism and sadism , disempowenng tho!>e before its gaze. She and other
theorists who pursued t his line of thinking examined cert.im films of classic HollywrJod cinema to demonstrate lhe power of the male gaze
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Alfrco H,tc hcoc ·s Rear Window ( 1954) is a popular exam ple of a him that ,s
" ,ohcilly about gendered looking. The film's main protagonist ,s Jeffries (Jimmy
: ~war tl, a photographer who has broken his leg and is temporarily confined

_ a wheelchair

in his New York City apar tment Jeffries spends much of his

- e seated at a window that affords hi m a perfect view into the windows of
~e vari ous people who live in the building across the way, where he believes

·· e has w itnessed evidence of a m urder. Rear Wmdow has been
·-;eons

-c

oa•psv

: .J: t

read by film

1,nclud1ng Mulvey) as a m etap hor o f the act of film viewing itself, with

. =ifnes s anding in for the cinematic audience Con fined to a fixed position like

- e fi lm viewer

his gaze 1s similarly voyeuristic in that he freely looks but is not

lllfre:l Hl!Chtnrk, Rear
W•ndow 1954
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by the objects ol his gaze. Like characters In a movie, his neighbors a•c-

apµarently tJnaw.:ue that this audience of one exists, mtJch less that he ha,
!>C<'n

them up close in the intimate setting of their homes The windows tram!:

their actions just as the camera frames narrative action in a film, bot~
determining and restricting what Jeffries can know about their lives, anc
generating ,n him a desire to see and know more. The studio advertising stii
pictured on the previous page shows us one of the objects of his interest, a
dancer, captured in his lens. In the lilm, we see through his point of view as he
observes hrs neighbors and tracks the movements of his girlfriend Lisa (Grace
Kelly) as she becomes his mobile surrogate, his "private eye." Lisa steals up
the fire escape across the way to search for murder clues in the off-screen
space beyond the window frame that 1s off-limits to Jeffries and us, the film
viewers .
Rear Window is a quintessential example or the male gaze in relationship to

female objects of visual pleasure. Yet, as the example of Lisa's investigation
suggests, the male gaze is not as contro!lmg and powerlul as some theorists
have suggested. Jeffries gains power by looking, but he is emasculated by his
confined state, and must rely on the eyes and legs of a woman to gain access
to knowledge. The cinematic viewer, like Jeffries, is confined to a fixed seat and
the field of vision offered by this position and the restricted framing of the
scene. The gendered relations of power of the cinematic gaze are clearly quite

I

complex. Indeed, not only is Jeffries frustrated in hrs attempts to know more,
he 1s also punished for looking. Once Jeffries gets caught looking, he becomes
vulnerable and trapped; the murderer comes looking for him. Clearly, male
looking 1s not without its limitations and its consequences.
There are other examples in popular cultu re of more extreme and literal por·
trayals of the camera's gaze as a kind of violence. The cult film Peeping Tom
(1960) makes literal the idea of the camera as a weapon of a voyeuristic male

gaze. Director Michael Powell depicts a protagonist who turns his camera into
an elaborate device that can kill women while filming them before a mirror, so
that they witness their own terror. Peeping Tom renders explicit the idea that
the gaze can be implicated in sadism, and is an example, albeit an extreme
one, of the ways that cameras have been seen as weapons of phallic power.
Powell's film is an extreme dramatization of another sort of fantasy about the
power of vision. a fantasy in which the camera is imagined to grant direct sexualized power over life and death.
Whereas analysis of the gaze in cinema takes into account the context of
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the audience sitting in a darkened theater, and the role of narrative and motion

M,chael Pnweil, Peeping

i: · : :sra por-

in viewer identification with the cinematic apparatus, concepts of the gaze in

Tom, 1?00
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that an image can imply. In the history of art, the fact that paintings were

: --: , - rro -, so

it did with the social roles and sexual stereotypes of men and women. Until

~

still images have concentrated more specifically on the different kinds of looks
geared toward male viewers had as much to do with the commerce of art as

-: : - : :iea thar

quite recently, most collectors of art were men and the primary viewing audience of art was men Since the owner of a painting was understood to be male,

power.

,ts spectator was also defined as such. In a typical depiction of a female nude,

;;: , : ::>our t e

for instance, a woman is posed so that her body 1s on display for the viewer,

:;- :

~

: ·: : ·ect sex-

who is implied to be male by the codes of the image. The female body is thus
understood here in terms of form and allure, as an object before the viewer's

'.'"': : : ntext of

gaze. There is a long tradition in art of defining the female nude as the project
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<lnd possession of the male artist In these paintings, the men ga1e upon t' :
female figures as possessions. The women are the objects of the male gaE
and their returning looks arc:- accorded no power in the image
The image convention ol depicting women as objects of the gaze and mr:·
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loo ·ers CO'ltinues to exist today, althoush in an image context that 1s con-

~1de·ably more complex This convention has many cultural and social implicat ons r the classic Western tradrtron of images, which was dominant through-

. • .:: r->('n

out t e '11story of painting, men were depicted in action and women as obJects
to be looked at John Berger wrote that in this history of images, "men act,
women appear "2 Berger noted that the tradition of the nude in parntrng was
illmost exclusively about images of nude women who were presented for male
viewers Indeed, the women in these paintings were often turned away from
the men depicted withrn the pictures toward the spectator. Th is way of viewing
women thus defined them by their appearance, in essence their ability to be
pleasing to look at, and this carries important weight in the context of contemporary image culture. The implication of c1 male gaze was often depicted
quite literally in the history of painting with a woman whose body is turned
toward the (presumably male) viewer, but whose head is turned to gaze into a
mirror. Thrs image convention has also been used extensively by advertisers.
One of the primary elements of the concept of the gaze is a kind of split that
viewers experience in looking at images This is related to La can's notion of the
alienation that results from the split between seeing the ,mage as oneself and
also as an ideal-as both the same and not the same as oneself. This can also
be understood as the split that results from being simultaneously the surveyor
and the surveyed, in looking at oneself through rhe implied gaze of others The LNcrzo Lotto, Venus
spilt self of the viewer is always connected to the idea that the gaze 1s
omnipresent

end Cupid. tMly 1500s
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Changing concepts of the gaze
roday, we are surrounded on a daii .
ba sis by images of fashion models whose looks conform to a rigid set of no.'•
mat1ve codes about beauty. The cultural practices or cosmet,cs, plastic
surgery, dieting, fitness programs, and image management go hand 1n hanc
with an image culture that incites women, and increasingly men, to sei:
themselves and their appearance as inadequate in some way and in need of
improvement Berger's dictum, "men act and women appear: stiff applies to

IJ
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d~es tod,iy However, in Euro-Americi!n cultu res, the traditional roles of men

-: : · - a dJ dy

_' d won1cn i!re in upheaval, and women are increasingly socially defined by

- - · , :- o1 nor

· ·eIr work in addition to their appearance. In addition, men are increasingly

- , : : , olast1c

, , bjcct to many of the codes of appearance management that were once con-
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hand

' cered t.o be exclusively female While men have been portrayed through

, · to ~ee

· ::entieth-century advertising images as men in action, whose rigid muscular

- ~eed o'

'·::mes and active poses counter their role as objects of the gaze, today they

, ~ol,es to

=··e increasingly shown In an array of poses that were previously understood

~ •,1

==specifically feminine
Image conventions have changed, and so have the ways of understandin g
: ·adit1onal images. The theoretical concept of the rnale gaze has been
·;;thought, in particular because of the ways in which it could not account for
.1e pleasures of female viewers (except by seeing them as masochistic or as
. ewing "as men") or for the male figure as the object of the gaze. Mulvey's
=Ssay launched more than a decade of writ:ng about modes of spectatorship.
':',ulvey herself revised her thinking about visual pleasure in an essay of 1981 .
•~eanwhile, feminist critics have continued to mine the theories of sexuaj di('erence put forth by Freud and L.ican.3
Mary Ann Doane used psycho.inalys1s to theorize female spectators of
'ilms made specifically for women viewers, such as the genre of the woman's
fjlm of the 1940s (also known as "weepies") Some theorists responded that
gendered v,ewing relations are not fixed, viewers readily deploy fantasy to
occupy the "wrong" gender position in their spectatonal relationships to
films. For example, women can identify with the male position of mastery
or exercise voyeuristic tendencies, and men can be looked upon with pleasure

and desire. In the studio still on the next page, from the 1953 film Gentlemen
Prefer Blondes, actress Jane Russell is the object of both the camera's gaze

and that of the adoring male athletes (of the US Olympic team). Yet, the men
are also on display and subject to the gaze of viewers. One could posit an array
of viewer pleasures and analyses across gender and sexuality in looking at this
image Many contemporary films aim precisely to defy the conventions of
looking in film, and present women's gazes with agency. For example, the 1991
him Thelma & Louise defies traditional formulas of the gaze, and shows the
complexity of the power relations of looking. The film begins with a scene,
shown on the next page, in which the two women take a photograph of themselves Here, the women control the camera, belying the dominant view that
women are objects not subjects of the gaze
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